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Abstract - The article is aimed at developing the comprehensive approach of parameter
identification of complicated hydro-mechanical system by means of artificial intelligence systems
(AIS) using artificial neural networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA). The scientific novelty of
the proposed method is inconsequent implementation of numerical analysis approach (e. g., FEM
and CFD simulations), mathematical modeling of hydro-mechanical processes using the quasilinear
regression procedure (QLRP), and artificial intelligence systems. Algorithms and related design
schemes for implementation of the abovementioned technique are proposed for solving the
interdisciplinary problems of aero-elastic interaction of gas-dispersed flow with the previously
deformed flexible plates in a separation channel, static calculations of fixtures for parts
manufacturing, as well as dynamic analysis of centrifugal compressors’ rotors. All the presented has
a significant advantage in comparison with the direct solving of the abovementioned problems. This
advantage is in the ability of the comprehensive sequence “FEM / CFD – ANN / GA – QLRP” to
predict the solutions of highly nonlinear mathematical models describing hydro-mechanical
processes with uncertainties. As a result, unknown parameters of the mathematical models
describing the complicated hydro-mechanical interactions are refined under an incompleteness of
the initial data.
Keywords: Separation Equipment, Fixture, Finite Element Method, Artificial Neural Network,
Genetic Algorithm, Regression Procedure.

1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence systems were firstly used for
modeling the human nervous systems. However,
nowadays they can be implemented as a universal
numerical technique for solving applied problems in
the field of computer engineering [1], designing
control systems [2], as well as optimization of
manufacturing processes [3, 4, 5]. Particularly, ANN
models and related designing approaches are in the
paper [6]. From this point of view, ANN can be
applied as a simplified and modified model of brain
activity. The wide use of these systems in the theory
of recognition and to predict the big data is based on
their advantages in comparison with the traditional
approaches. Particularly, it should be noted, that
ANN allows solving problems after the training by
empiric data [7]. Moreover, a row of recent
publications in the field of solving multidisciplinary
problems is available [8, 9, 10].
Nevertheless, there are no significant advances in
the use of artificial intelligence systems for solving
applied problems in the field of mechanical
engineering due to the absence of unified
approaches for their implementation. Moreover,

recent research works are significantly varied in
ANN implementations in the fields of mechanical,
manufacturing and chemical engineering.
Due to the abovementioned, this paper is aimed
at the generalization of the procedure of solving a
wide range of applied problems in the field of
engineering. This aim is reached for solving the
direct and inverse problems of parameter
identification. As a result, using comprehensive
sequence “finite element modeling – artificial neural
network – regression procedure” is proposed to
evaluate the parameters of nonlinear mathematical
models describing hydro-mechanical processes.
Finally, all the research problems can be divided into
conducting the directional research using ANN as the
generalized regression procedure, as well as solving
the inverse problem for parameter identification of
the reliable mathematical models.

2. Literature Review
There are a lot of recent research works aimed at
providing nonlinear regression analysis and
developing fundamentals of using artificial
intelligence systems and their applications.
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Particularly, a linear regression method based on
genetic algorithm is presented in the research paper
[11], and the related applications in the fields of
engineering and computational mathematics are
proposed. An effective procedure for the system
prediction based on the quasilinear regression
model is proposed in the paper [12], and related
examples for combined using QLRM and GA are
presented.
The research paper [13] is aimed at analyzing the
characteristic and weakness of the existing
regression methods. As a result, the parameter
estimation strategy for quasilinear regression
method is considered, as well as parameter
estimation based on genetic algorithm and the least
squares method is proposed. The presented example
allowed concluding that the proposed approach is
relatively good operable and can be widely used in
many fields, including artificial intelligence. The
research work [14] is aimed at developing a
comprehensive approach for combined using
artificial intelligence and probabilistic methods for
mathematical analysis of physical that was
numerically verified. Additionally, the probabilistic
model-building genetic algorithm is proposed in the
research work [15].
ANN can be more useful for solving directional
research due to its ability to approximate obtained
experimental results. The cooperation of many
“neurons” of ANN performs the evaluated
parameters. First significant attempts to implement
ANN in the field of mechanical engineering were
made in the work [16] for the case of continuous
mechanical systems. The attempt of developing the
scientific and methodological approaches for
carrying
out
parameter
identification
of
mathematical models of mechanical systems using
artificial neural networks is presented in paper [17].
Additionally, the paper [18] is also devoted to the
implementation of ANN for parameter identification
of mathematical models describing the dynamic
state of the mechanical system on the example of
rotor dynamics. Another example of the application
of ANN in engineering is presented in the paper [19]
that allows solving dedicated engineering problem of
process designing.

3. Materials and Methods
The design scheme of the application of ANN for
directional research is presented in Fig. 1. This type
of research is widely used for carrying out numerical
simulations of mechanical and hydro-mechanical
systems. It consists of three stages: mathematical
modeling, numerical simulation, and experimental
research; ANN learning process by the obtained
experimental data; numerical evaluation of
parameters.
The design scheme of the application of ANN for
solving the inverse problem is presented in Fig. 2.
20

This type of research is used for providing the
nonlinear regression procedure with the aim to
evaluate unknown parameters of the mathematical
model of the hydro-mechanical process. It includes
the following stages: mathematical modeling,
numerical simulation, and experimental research;
ANN learning process by the obtained experimental
data; identification of the hydro-mechanical system.

Figure 1: The design scheme of carrying out
directional research using ANN.

Figure 2: The design scheme of carrying out inverse
research using ANN.

4. Results and Discussion
 Estimation of the Separation Equipment
Operating Parameters
The work of the most separation devices with
heterogeneous systems as an operating environment
is based on the inertia force impact due to its
valuable influence on the gas-dispersed flow. At the
same time, an important problem is the removal of
the captured liquid films from the functional surfaces
due to its contact with the turbulent gas flow. In this
case, the critical flow rate, at which the secondary
removal occurs, does not change significantly.
Consequently, there is no significant extension of a
range of effective operation for the related
separation equipment. As a result, a fundamentally
new method for the separation of heterogeneous
systems has been developed that allows significantly
extending
this
range.
Moreover,
related
mathematical models were proposed for describing
thermal and mass exchange processes in operating
channels of the separation equipment. Particularly,
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equations of the movement of fine particles in a
turbulent flow were found out for the channel with
the equidistant curvilinear walls [20], equations
describing the liquid film removal from the contact
surfaces were determined [21], as well as deflections
of the deformable contact surfaces were evaluated as
a dependence on the flow parameters [22].
It should be additionally noted that the nontrivial
approach for solving the problem of capturing a
highly dispersed dropped fluid from a gas flow
concerns a method of gas-dynamic separation. In this
case, functional elements (Fig. 3 a) operate as an
automatic control system with spring forces as a
control action and hydraulic resistance as a
regulated object. Increasing the flow rate leads to an
increase of the dynamic pressure of the gas-liquid
flow and internal bending stress of the deformable
plate. As a result, plate deflection and hydraulic
diameter are increased. Consequently, the coefficient
of hydraulic losses is also decreased.

 

2pv 
,
mv 2

(1)

ρm – density of a gas-liquid mixture;
Δp(v) – pressure difference as a nonlinear
analytically undetermined function of the flow
velocity v.
For choosing the analytical function, which
properly approximates the obtained data, the power,
exponential, logarithmic, hyperbolic, fractional and
rational dependencies were used. As a result, it is
proved that dependence (1) can be approximated
using the hyperbolic function. However, due to the
impossibility to precise prediction of this data using
the regression procedure, ANN should be
implemented into these models for solving the
problem of parameter identification for the
abovementioned hydro-mechanical system.
The design schemes of the application of ANN for
dynamic analysis of the hydro-mechanical system
“multiphase flow – flexible elements” in the
vibration-inertial separation device, particularly for
evaluating the coefficient of hydraulic losses are
presented in Fig. 4.

(a)
Figure 4: The design scheme of the application of ANN
for evaluating the coefficient of hydraulic losses.

(b)
Figure 3: The design scheme of the vibration-inertial
separation device (a) and dependence between the
coefficient of hydraulic losses and flow velocity (b).
As a result of numerical simulation of aeroelastic
interaction between flexible elements of the
vibration-inertial separation device with a gas-liquid
flow, the dependence of the coefficient of hydraulic
losses ζ on the flow velocity v can be determined
using the following expression (Fig. 3 b):

 Intensification of Clamping and Cutting
Forces during Workpiece Machining in a Fixture
The main direction of increasing the efficiency of
workpieces machining in multi-product manufacturing
is the automation of manufacturing processes. An
increase of automation process occurs due to the use of
CNC machine tools and rapid adjustable process within
the similar technological characteristics of the flexible
fixtures. In this case, the following mutually
contradictory conditions should be satisfied in fixture
design: high accuracy depends on the rigidity; high
stiffness of a fixture is ensured by increasing
dimensions of its functional elements; increasing the
fixture dimensions leads to an increase of metal
consumptions;
unacceptable
increasing
metal
consumptions leads to cost growth of the fixture and
related manufactured parts.
The design scheme of the adjustable fixture for
workpiece machining is presented in Fig. 5.
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(a)
(b )
(c)
Figure 5. The design scheme (a) and experimental stand in horizontal (a) and vertical (c) planes for investigating
the mechanical system “fixture – workpiece” [23]: 1 – fixture; 2 – indicator;
3 – dynamometer; 4 – fasteners; 5 – machine tool table; 6 – mandrel.
A general approach for the numerical simulation
of the system “fixture – work-piece” is proposed in
the work [24] on the example of lever machining. For
this case study, ANN can be useful for determining
an unknown system of cutting and clamping forces
[17].
The mathematical model of the impact of
clamping and cutting forces on deformations of
functional elements can be written in a matrix form:
A proper appearance of the paper will help the
reader go through it more easily. To obtain it is
imperative that authors use this template.

U0  U   A0F0  AFd ,

(2)

{F}0, {F}d – column vector of generalized static
loads (clamping forces and stationary parts of
cutting forces) and dynamic loads (nonstationary
parts of cutting forces);
{U}0, {ΔU} – column vectors of generalized static
and dynamic displacements;
[A]0, [ΔA] – compliance and auxiliary compliance
matrices, elements of which Ai,j and ΔAi,j are
determined by the numerical simulation data using
the following expressions:
U i
U
(3)
Ai , j  0 j  ; Ai , j   j i ,
F0
Fd
U0<i> – static displacement of i-th functional
element due to the action of j-th unit generalized
clamping force F0<j> = 1;
ΔU<i> – dynamic displacement of i-th
functional element due to the action of j-th unit
generalized cutting force Fd<j> = 1.
The equation (2) can be solved analytically
under the condition of linearity when the
superposition principle can be applied. In this case,
clamping and cutting forces are determined by the
following dependencies:

F 0  A01U 0 ;
F d  A1U   A1 U  U 0

(4)
,

{U} = {U}0 + {ΔU} – column vector of total
displacements.
Modern CAE systems allow implementing automated
optimization tools for providing a rapid and accurate
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calculation of deflected mode, as well as for carrying
out modal and harmonic analysis of fixtures. Thus,
all the elements of the compliance matrices (3) can
be determined numerically or experimentally.

Figure 6. The design scheme of the application of ANN
for evaluating clamping and cutting forces during
workpiece machining in a fixture.
In the case of significant nonlinearities of the
system “fixture – workpiece”, the abovementioned
analytical approach allows evaluating the first
approximation only. Nevertheless, more precise
solutions can be obtained by using ANN. The related
design schemes of the application of ANN for
evaluating clamping and cutting forces during
workpiece machining in a fixture is presented in Fig.
6.
 Dynamic Analysis of the Centrifugal
Machine’s Rotor
Modern numerical approaches for the simulation
of rotor dynamics are mainly based on the use of
FEM analysis [25]. However, analytical research
based on simplified discrete or continuous models
considers Kirchhoff’s hypothesis. Despite this fact,
relatively large machine time is required for using
3D finite element models in CAE systems. Such
software does not consider available nonlinearities
in rotary systems. Thus, extending the opportunities
of CAE programs by developing the related built-in
applications is the significant problem to solve [26].
There are many research papers are devoted to
solving the problems in the field of rotor dynamics.
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Particularly, using up-to-date computational
software for evaluating natural frequencies based on
the 2D model is proposed in the paper [27]. The
method of parameter identification of unbalances is
presented in the research work [28]. The influence of
the deformable elements on rotor dynamics is
researched in the paper [29]. The research work [30]
is aimed at developing the approach for identifying
resonance modes for rotary systems. The methods of
ensuring experimental research of rotor dynamics
are stated in the papers [31, 32]. Finally, the
methodology solving nonlinear problems of rotor
dynamics is proposed in the research paper [33].
The system of differential equations describing
rotor dynamics can be transformed to the following
matrix equation [34]:

C   M Y   F,
2

(5)

{F}, {Y} – amplitude column vectors of forces and
displacements;
[C(ω)], [M] – global stiffness and inertia matrices;
ω – frequency, which can be presented in the
following polynomial dependence [35]:
c   c0    2 ,

(6)

parameters c0, α, β of which are needed to be
evaluated.
In case of free oscillations {F} = {0}, critical
frequencies {Ω} of the rotor are determined from the
following nonlinear equation [36, 37]:





det C  2 M   0.

a part of the gas pumping unit GPU-C-16/102-3.32M
produced by the Public Joint Stock Company “Sumy
Machine-Building Science – and - Production
Association”, the abovementioned technique allows
evaluating the following critical frequencies and
parameters of the dependence (2): Ω1 = 117 rad/s,
Ω2 = 264 rad/s, Ω3 = 513 rad/s; c0 = 21.8·MN/m,
α = –6130 N·s/m, β = 180 N·s2/m (Fig. 7).

(7)

On the example of the multistage centrifugal
compressor 295GC2-190/44-10M on magnetic
bearings with operating rotor speed in the range
3710–5565 rpm and power capacity about 17 MW as

Figure 7. Design model and modes shapes of the
compressor’s rotor [18].
The abovementioned model can be also realized
using ANN for determining critical frequencies in the
case of a nonlinear mathematical model. The design
schemes of the application of ANN for the
determination of critical frequencies of the rotor, as
well as for the evaluation of bearing stiffness
coefficients are presented in Fig. 8, which shows the
procedure for identification of rotor bearing stiffness
characteristic by combined using a finite element
model of rotor dynamics and ANN.
“Visual Gene Developer” software allows solving
the stated problem using genetic algorithms and
artificial neural networks and. Moreover, it provides
a graphical visualization of ANN training procedure
[17], which is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 8. The procedure of using ANN [18].
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The number of layers and the distribution of
neurons in layers is determined by the condition of
full-time operating of all neurons. Decreasing the
number of hidden layers and corresponding neurons
leads to decreasing accuracy of the subsequent
evaluation of rotor bearing stiffness characteristics,
while an unreasonable increasing of neurons and
layers leads to increasing the learning time and to
non-involved neurons.

The actual parameters obtaining as a result of
rotor balancing procedure
(Ω1 = 117 rad/s, Ω2 = 256 rad/s, Ω3 = 511 rad/s; c0
= 24.5·MN/m, α = –2900 N·s/m, and β = 209 N·s2/m)
confirm the need of using ANN for determining
parameters of the mechanical system “rotor –
bearing supports” due to the possibility to minimize
the maximum relative error. However, the direct use
of the regression procedure allows accurately
determining the critical frequencies only.

5. Conclusions

a

b
Figure 8. ANN architecture (a) and map analysis (b).
The approach is realized for the following
settings: total number of neurons – 31; number of
hidden layers – 3; learning rate – 0.001; transfer
function – hyperbolic tangent; total number of
training cycles – 106; target error – 1·10–5;
initialization method of threshold – random;
initialization of weight factor – random; update
interval – 500 cycles; maximum relative error of the
evaluated results – 0.009.
As a result of using ANN, the following
parameters are evaluated: Ω1 = 118 rad/s, Ω2 = 256
rad/s, Ω3 = 511 rad/s; c0 = 24.6·MN/m, α = –2628
N·s/m, β = 200 N·s2/m.
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The generalized research methodology for
implementing artificial neural networks is proposed
for solving applied problems in the field of
mechanical,
manufacturing
and
chemical
engineering. The related design schemes are
proposed
for
parameter
identification
of
mathematical models of the following relationships
between the mechanical and hydro-mechanical
parameter: “rotor dynamic – bearing stiffness”,
“deformations of the fixture – clamping and cutting
forces”, and “flow rate – coefficient of hydraulic
losses”. This methodology is aimed at solving the
direct and inverse hydro-mechanical problems based
on the combined application of an artificial neural
network, analytical dependencies, and numerical
simulations.
The design schemes of the application of an
artificial neural network for dynamic analysis of the
hydro-mechanical system “multiphase flow – flexible
elements” in the vibration-inertial separation device
is presented on the example of parameter
identification of the coefficient of hydraulic losses.
The ways for increasing the efficiency of
workpiece machining in multiproduct manufacturing
are proposed. Additionally, the comprehensive
approach for combined using AIS, numerical
simulation and mathematical modeling is developed
for the case of parameter identification of the
mechanical system “fixture – workpiece”.
Since the problem of evaluation of stiffness
characteristics for rotor bearings with-in the
dependence of critical frequencies of the rotor has
not been solved previously, using the artificial neural
network for evaluating parameters of the
approximating curve “bearing stiffness – rotor
speed” by the numerical simulation results is a novel
approach. It should be noted that the use of artificial
intelligence systems allows significantly increasing
the accuracy of parameter evaluation in comparison
with the regression procedures.
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